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Abstract: This essay reflects on the last decade of literary journalism scholarship, noting such strengths as the development of literary journalism theory. Scholars have developed an increasingly sophisticated and diverse set of perspectives that has recently led to extensive scholarly study of international literary journalism, including both studies of individual regions and countries and comparative, transnational studies. Over the past ten years, scholars have admirably diversified literary journalism’s canon through study of individuals and subjects historically overlooked, from sources also largely ignored. These include women and African Americans, as well as alternative published sources of literary journalism rather than solely elite sources, such as farming women’s magazines and the epistolary content of nineteenth-century U.S. newspapers. This area will be enriched by further development, including study of alternative, non-elite sources such as religious tracts and periodicals, social movement publications, African American newspapers, muckraking/investigative reporting, and travel writing. Recent scholarship on aspects of digital literary journalism is promising, though much more inquiry is needed to develop this area. Finally, ethical aspects of literary journalism are beginning to attract scholarly attention and further research is also needed to flesh out this area.
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It’s hard to believe that some three decades ago when I started teaching literary journalism at the University of Minnesota, a number of academics still viewed the term as an oxymoron. Then, most English departments in the United States disdained the prospect of teaching yet another, “lesser” literary nonfiction form. (The first was the essay.) Thus, it was largely journalism faculty who developed the literary journalism curriculum, teaching students both to appreciate reading it and to produce it.

In the old days, a conventional working journalist, much like the young Hemingway, might have aspired, when off-duty, to write the next great American novel. Indeed, he kept pages of his novel-in-progress in his desk drawer. Today that journalist might as easily be a woman, and she or he is far more likely to produce a memoir or book-length literary journalism on the side. This is because literary nonfiction, especially literary journalism, has demonstrated its ability to address the complexities of the modern age in the meaningful, eloquent way that has long been thought to be the territory of literary fiction. And so literary journalism has vigorously expanded as part of the college curriculum, now taught not only in journalism schools, but also in departments of English, American studies, and comparative literature, among others.

The genesis of the IALJS, a history recounted elsewhere in this issue, speaks to the prominence of literary journalism in our age, both as a genre and as an area of scholarly inquiry. The development of the latter is particularly impressive over the past decade or so. This essay will note some strengths of the scholarship during this period, with an eye toward charting where it next might fruitfully go.

Literary Journalism Theory

When Tom Wolfe famously defined literary journalism as reading like a novel or short story, he inadvertently reminded us of the need to study it on its own terms. For example, just as scholars of colonial U.S. women’s history have rejected the conceptual framework of traditional “male” history (i.e., military, diplomatic, political history) in favor of a lens informed by women’s historical experience (i.e., social history), so too we need to view literary journalism through its own categories of analysis.

Over the years, several scholars have taken steps to do just that, starting with Norman Sims in his 1984 introduction to The Literary Journalists, the first anthology of literary journalism. Here he identified certain specific, signature characteristics of literary journalism, such as immersion reporting, factual accuracy, the use of complex structures, symbolism, and distinctive voice. In 1992, in the first book-length scholarly analysis of literary journalism, the editor, Thomas B. Connery, contributed a pathbreaking introduction that tackled the challenge of “defining and naming” this newly recognized genre. Literary journalism, Connery wrote, is a “distinct literary form” and “a type of cultural expression” that flourished especially during three distinct periods in the United States: the late nineteenth century, the nineteen-thirties, and the nineteen-sixties and beyond. In a subsequent, 1995 anthology that Sims edited with Mark Kramer, the latter laid out what he called the “breakable rules” of literary journalism, which included: “Literary journalists immerse themselves in subjects’ worlds and in background research . . . work out implicit covenants about accuracy and candor with readers and with sources . . . write mostly about routine events . . . develop meaning by building upon the readers’ sequential reactions.”

Sims had also edited a 1990 anthology of scholarly articles entitled Literary Journalism in the Twentieth Century, which greatly advanced inquiry. The book included an important chapter by David Eason, “The New Journalism and the Image-World,” which laid out two distinct ways that literary journalists such as Tom Wolfe, Truman Capote, Joan Didion, Hunter S. Thompson, Gay Talese, and Norman Mailer respond to reality. These writers’ reports, Eason wrote, “can best be understood as embodying two different ways of responding to the problem of social and cultural diversity and of locating the reporter in regard to the traditions of journalism and the broader history of American society.” Eason termed these different responses to reality as “realist” and “modernist.” He argued that the former, characteristic of literary journalism written by Capote, Talese, and Wolfe, “assures [that] conventional ways of understanding still apply.” And “in contrast, modernist texts,” such as works by Didion, Mailer, and Thompson, “describe what it feels like to live in a world where there is no consensus about a frame of reference to explain ‘what it all means.’” Although Eason’s theory of realism and modernism developed specifically from his study of the New Journalism, it continues to inspire much consideration about, as well as application to, the literary journalism of other periods. An example is the thoughtful revision of literary journalism theory shared by Fiona Giles and William Roberts in LJS in 2014. And even more recently, scholars such as Cecilia Aare are publishing new insights about literary journalism theory, while John S. Bak and Monica Martinez’s call for papers on this very same subject for the December 2018 issue of Brazilian Journalism Research is very promising. At last, recent scholarship seems to be proving wrong the oft-made assertion over the years that literary journalism’s very nature defies taxonomy.

Yet it must be said that much of the scholarship produced over the past decade or so has admirably aimed to interpret literary journalism on its own terms. What has emerged is an increasingly sophisticated and diverse set of
perspectives. The abundance of recent scholarly monographs, books, and scholarly articles about, and collections of, literary journalism attests to the discipline’s vibrant growth.

International Perspectives

Extensive scholarly study of international literary journalism is the most striking recent development in the field. In his essay “The Problem and the Promise of Literary Journalism Studies,” in the inaugural issue of Literary Journalism Studies, Norman Sims importantly called for “elucidating the form’s international nature and how it relates to different national cultures.” This was a huge gap in the literature, which scholars across the globe have begun to bridge through many different works. Reflecting the transnational origins of the IALJS, Isabel Soares in LJS’s very first issue explored the work of Portuguese journalist Miguel Sousa Tavares, and Beate Josephi of Australia and Christine Müller of Germany studied the concepts of verifiability and authenticity relative to Australian and German views of literary journalism. From this auspicious start, LJS went on to feature guest-edited special issues focused on international topics, such as the Spring 2013 one featuring Norwegian literary journalism, edited by Jo Bech-Karlens. More recently, the Fall 2016 issue, edited by Isabelle Meuret, focused on francophone literary journalism of France, Belgium, and Canada.

Also commendable is the rich trove of research about non-U.S. literary journalism topics that LJS has published, and occasionally, as well, important original works of literary journalism, translated into English. The range of this scholarship is impressive. It includes examination of literary journalism in Australia, Britain, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Latin America, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, and South and southern Africa, as well as comparative, transnational studies.

The vitality of recent international scholarship is amply demonstrated in books such as Literary Journalism Across the Globe: Journalistic Traditions and Transnational Influences, edited by John S. Bak and Bill Reynolds. This book represents a major contribution to the development of a comparative understanding of international literary journalism, featuring analyses of, for example, social movements and Chinese literary reportage as well as literary journalism in 1930s New Zealand and in Slovenia. (An earlier work which also contributes to this inquiry is Sonja Marljak Zdovc’s Literary Journalism in the United States of America and Slovenia.) Considering that just a dozen years ago there was a dearth of scholarship about international literary journalism, this recent explosion of interest and inquiry should only be encouraged, with the goal of illuminating literary journalism within the context of the different national cultures that nourish it. This includes, of course, the translation and publication of non-English works of literary journalism, which LJS has commendably undertaken from time to time. However, still true today is something that Sims observed in 2009: “The strictly English speakers among us are impoverished by our lack of access to works of literary journalism from China, Russia, Portugal, Brazil and other parts of Latin America, Africa, and eastern Europe.”

Literary Journalism’s Other Voices

Over the past decade or so, scholars have admirably diversified literary journalism’s canon through study of individuals and subjects historically overlooked. LJS’s recent special issue devoted to women, guest edited by Leonora Flis, is an example of this expansion. The issue’s content includes an interview with the contemporary writer Barbara Ehrenreich. Another recent addition is Jan Whitt’s Settling the Borderland: Other Voices in Literary Journalism, a book that examines five women writers (Katherine Anne Porter, Eudora Welty, Joan Didion, Sara Davidson, and Susan Orlean), as well as three male writers of fiction (poetry, short stories, and novels) who were greatly influenced by journalism, yet little studied by literary journalism scholars: Edgar Allan Poe, WALT Whitman, and John Steinbeck.

A different sort of contribution is made by Amy Mattson Lauters, whose book, The Rediscovered Writings of Rose Wilder Lane: Literary Journalist, sheds light on Lane (1886–1968), a U.S. writer whose literary journalism was overlooked because it was published in less prestigious periodicals, such as women’s magazines. Lauters’s work reminds us to consider alternative published sources of literary journalism, not just elite ones. So too does a recent book by Noliwe M. Rooks, Ladies’ Pages: African American Women’s Magazines and the Culture that Made Them. As I have argued elsewhere, such alternative, non-elite sources could include: religious tracts and periodicals; social movement publications; African American newspapers; muckraking/investigative reporting; and travel writing.

Along this line, Katrina J. Quinn shows us a form of narrative literary journalism that scholars have rarely recognized: the epistolary journalism of nineteenth-century U.S. newspapers. Jonathan D. Fitzgerald also contributes to this inquiry with a stellar study of “Nineteenth-Century Women Writers and the Sentimental Roots of Literary Journalism.”

We need further studies of literary journalism from such unheralded sources. Scholarly scrutiny of them could greatly expand and enrich our understanding of literary journalism. Only then will we achieve a truly representative history of the discipline.
Progress toward this goal is also demonstrated by a superb new anthology of literary journalism by women, edited by Patsy Sims: *The Stories We Tell: Classic True Tales by America’s Greatest Women Journalists.* This anthology includes works by such famous journalists as Lillian Ross, Adrian Nicole LeBlanc, Joan Didion, and Susan Orlean—and by lesser known ones such as Joyce Wadler and Mimi Swartz. A key step in sparking study of women’s literary journalism is, simply, to make it available for study, and this volume admirably does that.

Another recent *LJS* special issue has shed welcome light on the understudied subject of African American literary journalism. Guest edited by Roberta Maguire, it featured articles about Langston Hughes and Richard Wright, as well as Ollie Stewart, a writer for the *Baltimore Afro American* who has been little known outside of that community. Maguire is an exemplary scholar on this subject, as also shown by her earlier work. Continued inquiry by the scholarly community is needed and strongly encouraged to give us a thorough understanding of African American literary journalism.

**Digital Literary Journalism**

The promising area of scholarship on digital literary journalism is still in its nascence, although Susan Jacobson, Jacqueline Marino, and Robert E. Gutsche argue in a recent study of fifty long-form, web-produced journalism pieces that literary journalism has reached a new evolutionary phase of digital storytelling: "Such digital storytelling encompasses more than the fragmented, de-centered, hypertextual blocks of the Web and furthers the field’s understandings of the Web’s potential for dramatic and immersive journalism."* LJS*’s recent addition of a section on digital literary journalism is needed and timely. Marino’s intriguing recent eye-tracking study showed that a sample of millennials paid attention to the text and not just the multimedia (photos and video) components of digital literary journalism. More research is needed to parse out digital literary journalism’s unique characteristics and impact on audiences.

Finally, another area that has attracted more study lately is ethics and literary journalism. Lindsay Morton points the way as she discusses Rebecca Skloot’s *The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks* and Adrian Nicole LeBlanc’s *Random Family*, relative to epistemology: that is, how these two literary journalists make and support their claims of fact. Morton’s conceptual framework is based on Lorraine Code’s idea of “epistemic location.” Scholarly inquiry into ethics and epistemology is promising and relevant in this digital age of innumerable jousting truth claims.

This brief essay has tried to lay out a few especially promising areas for future research. Of course, others will have their own additions and refinements. As we celebrate the tenth anniversary of *Literary Journalism Studies*, we can surely look forward to the next decade of scholarship.
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Taught by some of our nation’s most respected professors and scholars, Modern Scholar courses offer actual college subjects spanning the academic disciplines. From the natural sciences to religious studies, from politics to world history, this unique series offers courses in the subjects that fascinate you. Best of all, these easy-to-use courses make learning an enjoyable experience and allow you to progress at your own pace. When listening to each Modern Scholar course you’ll feel like you’re right there in the lecture hall, learning from distinguished professors (many of them also best-sellers). Journalism in the twentieth century was marked by the rise of literary journalism. Sims traces more than a century of its history, examining the cultural connections, competing journalistic schools of thought, and innovative writers that have given literary journalism its power. Seminal examples of the genre provide ample context and background for the study of this style. Journalism in the twentieth century was marked by the rise of literary journalism. Sims traces more than a century of its history, examining the cultural connections, competing journalistic schools of thought, and innovative Specialty journalism, like others profession, has its own characteristics. Here, a specialist faces the problem of finding a topic and its design in a text version. To correctly reflect reality and present your own thoughts, a journalist needs first and foremost perfect. However, this does not mean that they are irrelevant for television or radio journalism, because they are characterized by a common semantic basis and structure of the text, and the main difference is only in their application: some will be printed in publications, and others will be announced by speakers or moderators. Information genres of journalism. Let’s start with a description of the most common today is the genre of media - information. View Travel Journalism Research Papers on Academia.edu for free. Although travel journalism can have considerable influence in one of the world’s largest marketplaces, a definition remains elusive and the genre continues to be under-explored. The explanation may be a scholarly ambivalence towards the more. Although travel journalism can have considerable influence in one of the world’s largest marketplaces, a definition remains elusive and the genre continues to be under-explored. The explanation may be a scholarly ambivalence towards the use of the word “journalism” to describe texts characterized by subjectivity and a conspicuous proximity to tourism.